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We’ve got some great new 

games for you to try out this 

week. You can do them on your 

own or challenge someone else 

in your family 

Start with my yoga 

moves as they will get 

you ready for the rest 

of the challenges. Use 

these between lessons 

as well so that you are 

not sitting for too long. 

Are you managing 

to still do an 

exercise of your 

choice a couple of 

times a week? 

Don’t forget to tell 

us about it! 

Our friends the Incredible’s have been really busy this 

week staying fit so that they can defeat the villains and 

keep everyone safe. I hope you have been working hard 

too so that you can keep up with their challenges this 

week. 

We are on a top 

secret mission this 

week so we have 

left instructions for 

what you should do 

this week.  

 The first yoga move I would like you to 

try is the “Frog Pose” .Squat on the floor, 

balancing on your toes with your knees apart. Your 

hands can be out in front or on the floor, 

whichever helps you balance. .Look up and breathe 

in and then push to standing while you breathe 

out. Return to the start position and try again. 

 
The second move is called the “Elephant Pose”. For this one, 

stand tall and then bend at the hips letting your arms drop to 

the floor. Clasp your fingers together. Swing your arms from 

side to side like an elephant’s trunk and then swing your whole 

body from side to side to walk like an elephant. Make sure 

there is nothing in your way that you might bump into. 
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We have been trying to stop the Underminer drilling tunnels this 

week so I thought I would share a challenge called “Tunnel Ball” 

with you. You will need 6 tins, a rolled up tea towel, two rolled up 

socks to mark your start lines and a ball which could be made out of 

tin foil. Roll up the tea towel and place it on the floor as a stopper. 

Put 3 cans on either side to make a tunnel and then place 1 sock 2 

giant paces from the first tins (this is your 1 point line). Take 

another giant step and put the other sock down (this is your two 

point line). The aim of the game is to roll the ball down the tunnel 

from either start point and get it to stop on the “stopper”. If it 

hits a tin on the way down or jumps over the stopper - no points! See 

how many you can score in 3 minutes. 

Tea towel         Tins                     1pt         2pt 

My challenge this week is called “Traffic Lights”. Cut up 3 pieces   
of card board  and put three objects on each piece (green, yellow and red 

like traffic lights). Use a rolled up sock as your start line and your tin foil 

ball to throw. Every time your ball lands on the cardboard remove an 

object and score a point.  

The ball must stop on the cardboard,, not roll off. You must empty each of the traffic lights 

before you can put all the objects back on again. So you would have 9 points before putting 

all the things back.. 

How many points can you get in 3 minutes? 

Don’t forget to 

send us some 

pictures of you 

playing the games 

xx 
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The last challenge for today is 
called “Into the Tower”. You 
will need to ask a grown up 
for 4 jar lids and a chair. You 
will need to do this on a 
smooth floor – a carpet will 
be fine. If you don’t have a 
suitable chair just make a 
goal with 2 tins. 
Take 4 giant steps back from 
your goal and place a rolled 
up sock as a start line. Turn 
the lids upside down and use 
one as a pusher. Try and push 
the other jam jar lids so that 
they slide under the chair or 
into the goal. Score a point 
each time. 
How many points can you 
score in 3 minutes? 

Don’t forget to check out the 

video this week for more ideas. 

After School Sport Club with Jenna Downing -10 

December - YouTube 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OA1eCk0Fg84&list=PLnwoPgo24bhnWi_Y7rIS4CZnFQNLyJm9b&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OA1eCk0Fg84&list=PLnwoPgo24bhnWi_Y7rIS4CZnFQNLyJm9b&index=18

